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------------------------------------------------------------------------------------urban hunter
Overview of the
installation
Variable dimension
Martinka Bobrikova &
Oscar de Carmen
2012

Detail of the piece
“The Gleaners” by Milet
300x240cm
A4 photocopies
Martinka Bobrikova & Oscar
de Carmen
2012
Detail of the piece
“Basket of Fruit”
by Caravaggio
200x160cm
A4 photocopies
Martinka Bobrikova & Oscar
de Carmen
2012

I describe my quest for food in supermarket skips
as the practice of foraging, feeding and surviving
in a city belonging to the Western world. I detail
the habitat of scavengers as its own ecosystem. I
explain my practices from anthropological cynicism: I am a predator “able to know” my peers, a
“rational animal” that acts in the role of a hunter,
just like other animal species. It is an irony of my
position that power has left me only with my Zoe.
I am a human stripped of humanity in the present
reality.
I am a treasure hunter; I can reinterpret Treasure
as an attribute of objects of no value to our current society.
Placing myself within what we would designate
modern-day social and economic status, my
treasure is waste, which has a symbolic value as it
has no other value for society, a hidden treasure.

For others, I eat carrion, considering the foodstuffs legitimately thrown out by the supermarkets
as lapsed. The food I feed myself with is corpses;
without participating in the consumption cycle,
without buying food, I feed on the excess production: I am a useful animal for the ecosystem I
inhabit.
I am a gleaner, a poacher, or a treasure hunter …
for others I feed on the city’s carrion.
If you look at the piece Urban Hunter, I reconstruct the classical museum scenario, thereby
reflecting on the overproduction of art in the very
re-enactment of this overproduction. The masterpieces I have chosen are The Gleaners by JeanFrançois Millet, Basket of Fruit by Caravaggio,
Treasure Island by Robert Louis Stevenson and
Der Freischütz by Carl Maria von Weber.
Through audio guides I link descriptive narrations

of my ventures as a “scavenger” to the copies
of theworks of art selected by me. I refer to the
photocopies of the above-mentioned master pieces. The narration is produced in two languages,
Spanish and Slovak. Two narrations are told from
Martinka’s point of view in Slovak and the other
two from Oscar’s point of view in Spanish. These
two languages presents our individual voices and
opinions on the subject, while on top of that there
is simultaneous translation into English or another
language. This version with translation allows the

listener to hear both the translation and the original underneath.
Simple audio devices provide the soundtracks,
the same ones found in museums as audio guides.
For this project, I have used the latest generation
of audio guides. Simply pointing the controller at
the microtag placed next to each copy of a work
of art activates the related audio file, which is
played through the headset.

Detail of the installation,
“Der Freischütz”
by Carl Maria von Weber
CD on a pedestal
Martinka Bobrikova &
Oscar de Carmen
2012

Detail of the piece
“The Gleaners” by Milet
300x240cm
A4 photocopies
Martinka Bobrikova
& Oscar de Carmen
2012

Detail of the audio guide which
belongs to the piece
Martinka Bobrikova &
Oscar de Carmen
2012

Detail of the installation,
“Treasure Island”
by Stevenson
A5 book on pedestal
Martinka Bobrikova &
Oscar de Carmen
2012

The visitor is not forced to hear the information
about each piece, but can choose the ones wanted and also the order in which he or she would
like to hear them. In this way, I am proposing a
“museum tour” of my installation.

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------utopic topic
Utopic topic, is a context specific performance,
whose purpose is to create through disinhibition,
the interruption of the automated human behavior
in private spaces encouraged to binge. In this
context, the experience of disinhibition we carried
Contemplating, perceives the confrontation as a
tool for compulsive consumption through aesthetic
experience. In this way we create new sensory
experiences in private spaces, which appear as
public spaces, to attract the families to shop in
comfort.

picture from the third stage of
the performance
variable dimension
Ikea Malmo
Martinka Bobrikova &
Oscar de Carmen
2011

picture from the first stage of the
performance
variable dimension
Ikea Malmo
Martinka Bobrikova &
Oscar de Carmen
2011

picture from the second stage of
the performance
variable dimension
Ikea Malmo
Martinka Bobrikova &
Oscar de Carmen
2011

picture from the third stage of
the performance
variable dimension
Ikea Malmo
Martinka Bobrikova &
Oscar de Carmen
2011

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------rainforest iv
Detail of the finstallation
“Rainforest IV”
mixed media
variable dimension
photo copyrights:
singuhr / roman märz 2011

“It occurred to me that one should reverse the
application of loudspeakers so that they would
not merely reproduce sound but actually produce
sound. The idea is based on taking any number
of fixed materials and transmitting sound through
them; through their resonance frequencies they
become a new instrument”, wrote Tudor.
This is newly interpreted work under the direction
of Canadian composer, sound artist and Tudor
specialist Matt Rogalsky, of American musician
and composer David Tudor, which was created
in 1973.

Detail of the finstallation
“Rainforest IV”
mixed media
variable dimension
photo copyrights:
singuhr / roman märz 2011

Found, converted or self-made objects are arranged freely around the room. Transducers
on the objects cause the items to emit sounds.
Resulting is an abundant, accessible “rainforest”
of sounds.

Detail of the finstallation
“Rainforest IV”
mixed media
variable dimension
photo copyrights:
singuhr / roman märz 2011

Detail of the finstallation
“Rainforest IV”
mixed media
variable dimension
photo copyrights:
singuhr / roman märz 2011

Detail of the finstallation
“Rainforest IV”
mixed media
variable dimension
photo copyrights:
singuhr / roman märz 2011

From the prformance night
“Rainforest IV”
mixed media
5h
photo copyrights:
singuhr / roman märz 2011

partecipating artists: Martinka Bobrikova, Oscar
de Carmen, Seth Davis, Cecilia Jonsson, Joonas
Siren, Lauri Wuolio, Flopper (Christian
Mastrup), Signe Lidén, Jonas Olsen and Thomas
Wochnik

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------the protester
This sound documentation presents an urban
intervention, which took place in Malmö on the
29th of March, 2012, between 12pm -2pm.

picture from the performance
van with sound system
Martinka Bobrikova
& Oscar de Carmen
2012

Through a powerful sound system installed in a
danish van used for demonstration in Copenhagen, we drove through the city projecting the
sound of a crowd. “The Protest” started in Möllevångstorget and proceeded towards Triangeln,
Föreningsgatan, Amiralsgatan and then surrounded the old town with 2 breaks at Stortorget and
Gustav Adolfs Torg with a final stop in Triangeln.
The installation presents 8 sound tracks of documentation recorded during the event. The first
5 tracks, in chronological order, were recorded
during the first 20 minutes of walking from Möllevångstorget to Triangeln. The next 3 tracks refer
to the part between the breaks at Stortorget and
Gustav Adolfs Torg.

picture from the performance
van with sound system
Martinka Bobrikova
& Oscar de Carmen
2012
overview of the installationvan
variable dimension
8 headphones / listening
stations and explinatory text
on the wall
Martinka Bobrikova
& Oscar de Carmen
2012

overview of the installationvan
variable dimension
8 headphones / listening
stations and explinatory text
on the wall
Martinka Bobrikova
& Oscar de Carmen
2012

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------F+E=N
Is an audio-visual performance based in the
audiovisual installation “E”, where we create an
open hardware by the use of the basic 3rd generation hardware, capable of process into sound
the energy contained in fruits and vegetables,
discarded by supermarkets, through an electrochemical reaction.
Shows the electrochemical reaction, which is
generated by inserting two different metallic
objects, copper and zinc, in each of the fruit that
is in the installation. These fruits, connected in
series, produce a small amount of electricity that
is transformed through various integrated circuits
to sound frequency, which are displayed on TVs
located in the room.

Overview of the installation
“E”
5 TVs, fruit battery, oscilator
variable dimension
Martinka Bobrikova &
Oscar de Carnen
2010

Overview of the installation
“Fruit+emotion=noise”
3 flat screens, fruit battery,
oscilator
variable dimension
Martinka Bobrikova &
Oscar de Carnen
in colaboration with Animazon
2010

By synthesis of analog and digital video, hardware (video synthesizer) and free software
(PureData) previously designed and built for
live audiovisual installation Fruit+emotion=noise,

artists create an audiovisual composition based
on the law of conservation of energy, the first law
of thermodynamics, which states that energy can
neither be created nor destroyed, only can be
transformed.

Performance
“Fruit+emotion=noise”
3 flat screens, fruit battery,
oscilator
variable dimension
Martinka Bobrikova &
Oscar de Carnen
in colaboration with Animazon
2010

Detail of the installation
“Fruit+emotion=noise”
3 flat screens, fruit battery, oscilator
variable dimension
Martinka Bobrikova &
Oscar de Carnen
in colaboration with
Animazon
2010

Detail of the installation
“Fruit+emotion=noise”
3 flat screens, fruit battery,
oscilator
variable dimension
Martinka Bobrikova &
Oscar de Carnen
in colaboration with Animazon
2010

From the performance
“Fruit+emotion=noise”
3 flat screens, fruit battery,
oscilator
variable dimension
on the picture: Oscar de
Carmen
Martinka Bobrikova &
Oscar de Carnen
in colaboration with
Animazon
2010

From the performance
“Fruit+emotion=noise”
3 flat screens, fruit battery, oscilator
variable dimension
on the picture: Martinka
Bobrikova
Martinka Bobrikova &
Oscar de Carnen
in colaboration with
Animazon
2010

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------av1/av2
Overview of the installation
“AV1/AV2”
6 TVs, fruit battery, oscilator
mixed technique
Martinka Bobrikova &
Oscar de Carnen
2010

Drawing of the structure of
the fruit batery
“AV1/AV2”
acryl, zinc, copper, potatoes
50x50x40cm each
Martinka Bobrikova &
Oscar de Carnen
2010

The presented installation is based on our long
lasting research of the possibilities of generating
the energy from redundant fruit and vegetables.
By means of a simple open hardware the energy
acquired from fruit and vegetables is transformed
through integrated circuits into audio-visual installations. Apart from an interesting audio-visual
form the installations become the social criticism
of the current consumerist society and also offer
a certain alternative for a further use of fruit and
vegetables which were considered as redundant
and unsalable by superstore chains.
This installation visualize the sound of the energy
given out by fruits and vegetables discarded by
the supermarkets.
Shows the electrochemical reaction, which is generated by inserting two different metallic objects,
copper and zinc, in each of the fruit that is in the
installation. These fruits, connected in series, produce a small amount of electricity (contained in
a transparent boxes and hanging from the ceiling
) that is transformed through various integrated
circuits to sound frequency, which are displayed
on TVs located under them ( each tv is placed on
proper hanger made on measure).

Detail of the fruit batery
“AV1/AV2”
acryl, zinc, copper, potatoes
50x50x40cm each
Martinka Bobrikova &
Oscar de Carnen
2010

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------36 groceries
Detail of the installation
food products in the show
case
Martinka Bobrikova
& Oscar de Carmen
2010

36 groceries questions enhancement and development, current production models and existing
consumption in the first world. Market strategies
no consistent with the sustainability of our natural
resources.
The current laws and prosecutions of the control
of food quality within international agencies and
government policies, require the food companies,
food logistic parks and supermarkets to scrap
food products containing any deterioration in its
wrapper or container, and food products without
being perishable at the moment.
We are showing 36 food products with some
deterioration in its wrapper or container in 5 advertising show cases of the Gothenburg University. These food products were collected in a trash
containers of the Swedish supermarket company
“Willy’s”.

Work in progress
placing food products in the
show case
on the picture: Oscar de
Carmen
Martinka Bobrikova
& Oscar de Carmen
2010

View of the installation
food products in the show
cases
12 show cases
Martinka Bobrikova
& Oscar de Carmen
2010

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------echoes 0.0
View over the room
sound installation
8x5m
speakers, mixer
Martinka Bobrikova
& Oscar de Carmen
2011

Deatail of the installation
speakers
Martinka Bobrikova
& Oscar de Carmen
2011

The presented installation is been made for a
tiled room, a space that is normally considered
inappropriate for any type of sound pieces. This
is why I am interested in the re- appropriation of
sounds considered “echoes” for how they are
perceived, intelligible and identifiable. These
sounds are sharp, hollow, and repetitive. By that
I want to promote the resonance of the frequencies. What I want is to redistribute the resonance
through the absorption, diffusion and isolation; in
the way that spectator can get different experience depending from his position in the room.

Deatail of the installation
speakers and mixer
Martinka Bobrikova
& Oscar de Carmen
2011

------------------------------------------------------------------fruit and noise / tv1
Still from the video
documentation of the
performance
“Fruit and Noise”
5x3m, 20min
Oscar de Carnen
2009

Noise and Fruit comes up from the need to think
as an individual subject on the problems of current patterns of production and consumption. This
body action is a specific device of criticism and
protest, which appropriates any iconographic
sign of the culinary culture, reinterpreting and
altering it, setting new imaginary with fruit and
vegetables at optimum quality, which has been
considered as perishable by supermarkets .
Still from the video
documentation of the
performance
“Fruit and Noise”
5x3m, 20min
Oscar de Carnen
2009

The action takes place in an interior space of 5 x
3 meters, not accesseble by the public, equipped
with lighting and audio systems. There is a system
of devices of pick ups connected to the performer
and to the food and knives, used in the performance, which allows the performer to create
analog sounds. Located in each esterior corner of
this space, there is a small LCD screen and speakers so the viewer can see and hear in real time

Still from the video
documentation of the
performance
“Fruit and Noise”
5x3m, 20min
Oscar de Carnen
2009

Still from the video
documentation of the
performance
“Fruit and Noise”
5x3m, 20min
Oscar de Carnen
2009

what is happening in the interior space, being him
who builts his own narratives.
The installation TV1 displays an edited readymade in small fragments of the performance
Noise and fruits, projecting simultaneously on 13
television screens. Attributed to new narratives
able to alter the signs and codes.

Still from the video
installation
“TV1”
13 screens,
variable lenght
Oscar de Carnen
2009

Still from the video
documentation of the
performance
“Fruit and Noise”
5x3m, 20min
Oscar de Carnen
2009

Still from the video
documentation of the
performance
“Fruit and Noise”
5x3m, 20min
Oscar de Carnen
2009

-------------------------------------------------you have to go right now!
View over the video
installation
single channel video, 3
headphones
5min lenght
Martinka Bobrikova
& Oscar de Carmen
2011

In this work the intention is not to create an object
to observe, but to involve the public in an action
that may be remembered. This opens a new stage
in our production, with more social character in
our personal work.
The work’s title refers to a conversation between
the artists and the manager of a supermarket,
after they collected of food products found in
the waste container of his company. These are
mechanisms that construct and define the way
of looking and acting of these two artists in their
most recent work, after facing the illegality, the intrusion into private space and the threat of being
arrested by authorities.
This work represent 2 different stories ( one audio
and one video) that belongs to the same physical
place but different time.

picture from the sound
recording
Martinka Bobrikova
& Oscar de Carmen
2011

Still from the video
single channel video
5min lenght
Martinka Bobrikova
& Oscar de Carmen
2011

------------------------------------------skatkartan / the treasure map
Small handy map
‘‘the treasure map’’
100x A3
print on paper
Martinka Bobrikova
& Oscar de Carmen
2010

Big wall map
‘‘the treasure map’’
A0 size
print on paper
Martinka Bobrikova
& Oscar de Carmen
2010

We would like to share with the viewer the spots
where you can get free food. may be in the trash
but it is not junk. They kill an animal to sell you a
steak and for the rest they do not care to make
it garbage, because the economic profit margin
is already done. This piece is composed by two
parts. 1th one is a big A0 map on the wall and
the 2nd one is a light tavle with 100 copies of
small zhandy maps to take away.
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